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Our whole-school curriculum theme for this week was: British Values - Tolerance. You can find out
more about Fundamental British Values by scanning this QR Code. It will direct you to the ‘Promoting
fundamental British values as part of SMSC in schools - Departmental advice for maintained
schools’ (November 2014) document from the Department for Education.
Road Safety Workshop at Anfield with Merseyside Fire and Rescue

Some pupils attended a road safety workshop held in partnership with the LFC
Foundation, Mersey Fire Service and the Premier League Stars campaign. The
children worked through a very informative session in the education centre as they
discussed issues about road awareness around them. Later on, they got to
experience the life of a firefighter by testing out the engine, equipment and fire
hose! For a lot more photos please see our Twitter and Flickr.

Florence Melly on Match of the Day!

Following on from a work shop with the LFC Foundation a couple of
weeks ago, some of our pupils made their highly anticipated television
debut over the weekend. If you were watching Match of the Day, you
will have noticed that Florence Melly were featured in the community
portion of the programme. The children had a great day, building up
their teamwork skills and focusing on resilience. At Florence Melly we
work to support our core values and as one of our children say in the
video, it’s important to “never give up”. You can see pictures of the day
on our Flickr and the video can be viewed on the following
link: https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/football/37875474

The inspirational Zigi Shipper (Holocaust Survivor)
On Tuesday 24th April we were treated to an extra special event, organised by Alsop High School. We hosted a talk
by Zigi Shipper (Auschwitz Survivor) in our school The event was attended by members of the local community
and was a fascinating and moving account of Zigi’s story. It was particularly apt to listen to Zigi’s journey during
our whole-school ‘tolerance’ week. Here he is pictured with Mr Derbyshire, our History Coordinator, who has this to
say about the event: “Zigi’s story of this infamous event in history was so moving. What an opportunity to listen to
a first hand account from a holocaust survivor - something I’ll never forget”.

Enrichment Trips to John Lennon Airport and the Everyman Playhouse

Our Pastoral Team have been working hard arranging exciting enrichment trips to places of special
interest. The last few days pupils have visited John Lennon airport where they were treated to an
insightful tour of the airport and learned all about the safety measures put in place to keep
passengers safe. The children thoroughly enjoyed the experience, wearing the John Lennon Airport
branded hi-visibility vests in particular. Pupils also visited The Everyman theatre to watch a
performance of ‘George’s Marvellous Medicine. Pupils described it as a ‘REAL WHIZZPOPPER’ of a
show!

In Other News this Week…

At Florence Melly we are so proud of the opportunities we provide our pupils, not
just through the curriculum but above and beyond - the added stuff! Each and
every week we try our hardest to provide memorable experiences for all of our
pupils. Check out just some of the added extras we have arranged this week… Year
4 went to see the Terracotta Warriors at the World Museum; Year 5 used drama and
freeze framing to capture the work they have been doing on alien planets; Year 1
arranged a phonics workshop for pupils and parents as we approach the phonics
screening check; Mrs Slade supported the drama club and their performance of Jack
and the Beanstalk and Paula, our yoga teacher delivered a parent and baby
massaging session. Action-packed and fun-filled…that’s the way we do it at Florence
Melly Community Primary School. Check out our Twitter feed for even more exciting
activities!
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